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MONTGOMERY

BY rti.MMON CONSENT, the most credit-

able- showing that American architecture

in this generation makes is made in coun-

try houses. In its best examples, we might
add in suburban with rural architecture.

In its ordinary manifestations the sub-
urban house is very nearly as apt as the

urban house to be a stereotyped and

procrn-tean abode, a habitation enforced,

projected by the speculative builder for

'inception of "the average man."
In that case, it is of interest to the soci-

olo^jst rather than to the architectural

critic. It is symptomatic and material

for a generalization, beini; itself, in fad.
a generalization. It is not and cannot

be an individual expression, nor ha\e
the interest of an attempt \<> express the

special requirements, ta-tcs and habits

of the person for whom it is built. Prob-

ably it is the very fact that it is designed
for its inhabitant that makes the Ameri-
can country house the mM interesting

manifestation of American architecture.

There are th-e who. holding that "in-

terest in a work of art i- sympathy with

the artist," hold as a corollary that art-

istic individuality is the interesting

thing. And, under the influences which
now control our architectural output, the

expression of artistic individuality is con-
fined to dwelling-houses. Certainly it is

banished from our public architecture.

Kvci since the influence of the Beaux
Arts became paramount in our architec-

ture, "collectivism" has triumphed over
"individualism" and repre-sed individu-

ality in public buildings, as it has done
in !" ranee it -elf e\er since the establish-

ment of that famous and potent school.

Here is a curiou- piece of expert
mom on that point. Mr. lames Kno.x

Taylor, the laic Supervising Architect

of the Treasury Department, in his in

tercstiiiL: evidence before the sub-coin

mittec of the I loii-c of Kepresentat i\ e-

on the expense- of the Treasury Depart-
ment, in answer to the <|uestion whether.

in competitive drawing, there w..

an individuality in every man's work that

could not be dis-ui-ed. made ar-

"Yes, formerly. I have had thirty
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experience in reading drawings, and up
to about 1900 I could pick out the differ-

ent men that did the drawings, but since

that time I have been practically out of

it." Mr. Taylor was speaking of

draughtsmanship, but what he says is

equally applicable to design. A genera-
tion ago a practical observer could have

named, with a close approach to infalli-

bility, the author of every noticeable

design in a competition of importance

enough to attract the leaders of the pro-
fession. He would be very far from

being able to do so now. He would find

himself "out of it," as Mr. Taylor has

found himself out of it. The biggest of

recent competitions was that of the new

department buildings in Washington.
Whoever saw the assemblage of the ag-

gregate of the competitive drawings
must have been impressed precisely by
their want of individuality, by their uni-

formity and monotony. All the competi-
tors were doing the same thing, some a

little better, some a little worse. A little

and not much, for were not all the com-

petitors "the leaders of the profession,"
and had they not all "learned how to do
so"? Nay, in the cases of the three select-

ed and chosen designs, what injustice
would have been done, or what impeach-
ment of the critical competency of the as-

signor would there have been, if a trained

inspector had assigned any one of the
three to the author of either of the
others? That is the inevitable result of
the imposition, by official authority, as in

France, or by professional proselytizing,
as in the United States, of a formular
and academic architecture. It tends in-

evitably to the extinction of individuality.
From this depressing condition of our

public architecture our private architec-
ture is at least free. We may say of
our housebuilding, in comparison, what
Goethe said of art in general, that it

Still has truth;

Take refuge there.

The young architect who is conscious of

individuality and who is unwilling to go
on repeating patterns according to form-
ulae, and turning out what he might call

machine-made architecture, finds his

field in country houses. Even this field

has not always been left open to him.

Twenty years ago, more or less, recent

graduates of the Beaux Arts, ^imbued
with a belief in the adequacy, of their

academic formulae to the production of
all sorts and conditions of buildings, be-

gan to apply them to country houses.
There are some compositions of that

period, at Lenox, among other places,
in which it is quite clear that a pompous
and symmetrical facade has been the pre-
occupation of the designer, that the build-

ing has been designed from without in-

ward instead of from within outward,
and that after the architecture has been

completed, and then only, has he busied
himself with the question how the actual

requirements of the occupants could be
accommodated to the symmetrical en-

velope. This process was as destructive
of individuality and picturesqueness as it

was incompatible with the spirit of coun-

try life in America. Nothing could pre-
vent these pompous and pretentious edi-

fices from coming to seem incongruous
and ridiculous. It is satisfactory to ob-
serve that they have quite ceased to be
built and that the modern country house
which imposes itself by its acceptable-
ness is a house planned from within out-

ward, having its apartments distin-

guished in the order of their importance,
that formal symmetry has been aban-
doned for effective balance, that ram-

bling and irregularity are not regarded
as vices, but even accepted as virtues

when it is made plain that they proceed
from a rational consideration of the re-

quirements and are overruled into an ar-

tistic conception of unity.
It is true that the rule of expressive-

ness has its exceptions. In order to

carry out the rule, it would in the first

place be requisite that the actual con-
struction and the actual material of the

building should be frankly shown and
treated. The fulfilment of this require-
ment is unfortunately impossible in our
commercial architecture, at least in our
commercial architecture in which a metal
skeleton has. for protection against fire

and weather, to be wrapped in a fire

resisting envelope. Here the actual con-
"t ruction must at best l>e rather hinted at

than expressed, and in common practice
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is altogether ignored. It seems that the

necessity of our commercial architecture

has "rubbed off" on the design of our

domestic architecture, where no such ne-

cessity exists. At any rate, there has

been for some years, among the common
run of architects of our suburban and
rural houses, a convention that a smooth

expanse of plaster was so desirable a

thing in itself that it was worth while to

coat the surfaces of such houses with

it, no matter what the actual material of

its walls. Such an expanse is the real

expression of a wall built of concrete,

and of no other wall. But it is equally

applied to a frame building, hung with

laths of wood or metal, and to walls of

hollow tile, which architects seem to have

abandoned as intractable and unpresent-
able, instead of trying what they could

do with it. A melancholy example of

this absurd superstition that a smear of

plaster is a desirable object in itself,

whatever is behind it, may be observed

in a recent extension of a schoolhouse in

Xew Kochelle. an edifice which will ex-

cite the indignation or the mirth of the

analytic observer, according to his tem-

perament. The original edifice was of

brick walls, with wrought work of stone.

The need of enlargement, having be-

come imperative, has been met by the

erection of two wings, also in brick,

omitting the cut stone, and not only
these but the original and central build-

ing, have been smeared over with a coat

of plaster which entirely conceals the

actual material, and covers the wrought
-torn-work equally with the plain brick,

application of the smear has in-

volved an envelope of scaffolding which

it is inconceivable has not cost far more
than would have cost the extension of

the edifice in the material and style of

the nucleus Obviously, the force of

fashion, and of absurdity, could no fur-

< if all buildings, one would >ay. homes

ought to be the least pretentious, most

of all the freest from false pretences the

mst -traight forward, vernacular, idio-

matic, expre-sive. That i< one of the

chief charms of the country house of

field stone, in which the architects of

Philadelphia, in particular, have worked
with su.-h attractive and charming re-

sults. Taking all the hints with which
the older buildings of the same material

provided them, the farm houses and the
barns of colonial Pennsylvania, which

give the older settlements of that style
an aspect of stability and duration al-

most or quite unequalled elsewhere in

our country, they have developed and
adorned the construction to a perfec-
tion quite out of the reach of their

humble and illiterate predecessors. It

is these buildings, founded upon the

past and surpassing it, that make the

suburbs of Philadelphia models for sub-
urban architecture elsewhere. Full il-

lustrations of this unmistakably home-

grown and homely architecture, in its

most recent phases, will be found in the

following pages. Perhaps the most use-

ful moral that can be drawn from this

work is the necessity of making home
homely. That in turn seems to involve

the use of the most homely materials,
which is to say those readiest to hand in

the region. In rural Philadelphia, as in

the Middle and New England States in

general, field stone is probably that ma-
terial the material which is most avail-

able for a man who means to build a

house that will outlast him. A house

limited by its material to a single life-

time tends to justify Hawthorne's say-

ing that we in America ought not to

build houses at all, but only to pitch

tents, a saying that was aimed not only
at our carelessness of durability but at

our migratory and almost nomadic hab-

its. Jefferson, in his "Notes on Vir-

ginia." said that the houses of that State,

being almost wholly of wo d. "their dur-

ation is highly estimated at fifty years."
\Vhen we consider the Swiss chalets of

the eighteenth and seventeenth centuries

still standing and answering the pur-

poses for which they were built. Jeffer-

son's estimate seems much too

Rut the massive construction of these is

\er\ much more permanent than trie

wooden building of rural Virginia in

rson'fl time, a forti- ri than our

slight and flim-y "balloon frame" of to-

day, of which the beams are perhaps a

quarter a> lar^e as those of the V

ian building and an ei-hth as

1ar-r as th"M- of the chalets 1 be -

i the sandy streuhe, ,,f
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Island, where building stone was scarce,

employed wood perforce. It is their

building which has given rise to one of

the most recent of our styles in rural

architecture and given it its name of

"Dutch colonial." It was by no means
the only Dutch colonial. For in East
Xew Jersey, where freestone was plenti-
ful, the principal story of the house,
the only story except the garret under
the sloping roof, was a parallelogram of

brown stone. This is as much "Dutch
colonial" as the other, and as available

for modern reproduction or variation,

and many examples of it two hundred

years old and over are still in use as

comfortable habitations. The English
or I'Yench half-timbered work, with the

interstices of the framing filled with

brick or roughcast plaster or rough ma-

sonry, has also been found highly avail-

able in suggestions for artistic modern
architects, although this manner of build-

ing never commended itself in colonial

times. The "filled in" house, in which
a thin brick wall was faced on the out-

side with clapboards and on the inside

with studding and lath overlaid with

planter, was a very different matter, and
had nothing to do with architecture,
since the construction, exhibited in the

half timbered work, was in this care-

fully concealed. Half timbered work
we never had as the solution of the

house building problem offered by the

untutored handicraftsman. It was never
evolved from our conditions by me-
chanics, but always adapted by archi-

tects from books or photographs or

sketches or memories of foreign ex-

amples. In the -tone and wood colonial

of Xew Jersey, for example, the two
materials were kept entirely separate,
the framed roof, with even us gable ends

commonly of wood, being simply -et

upon the masonrv of the basal parallelo-

gram- (f masonry. The late Leopold
Eidlitz used to tell of a half timbered
brick house which he designed, probably
in the fifties, for a client in Massachu-
setts, and for which he -cut on the draw-

and specifications. When the de-

signer for the first time saw the Imusc
it was completed, and he was horrified

to discover that the ingenious builder

had saved himself trouble by building a

brick house, and afterwards tacking on,

by way of decoration, what purported
to be its framework. Though it is not
traditional with us, half-timbered con-
struction is none the worse for

that, for, if it did not appeal to the

colonial mechanics as an appropriate so-

lution for their practical problem, it

might very properly have done so. It

is. upon the ground of rationality and
of practicality, entitled to a place along-
side the constructions which have been

traditionally and practically employed
from old colonial days by the mechanics
who worked under similar climatic and

limiting conditions to those under which
our architects are working now. It is

upon these manners of building which
either have been or might have been
traditional with us. to the exclusion of
more formal and academic styles, that

the architects who have been most suc-

cessful in country houses, and some of

whose most successful work is illustrated

in the following pages, have based their

work. Doubtless they were justified.
Their success is their justification.

Homeliness, let us repeat, is the essential

character of a home, homeliness and not

palatiality. That it looks eminently
"livable" is the highest praise you can

give to a dwelling. To do this it must
above all avoid the appearance of any-
thing exotic or recherche. It must seem
to have been developed out of its own
elements, of the local material, in what
at least might be or ought to be the local

manner, and following what at least

ought to be the local tradition. Thus

only can it attain the look of something
indigenous, homegrown, racy of the soil,

that lends a country house a charm of

which nothing can compensate the ab-

sence. This is the quality, it seem- to

n.-. that the best of our recent count ry-
li'.n-e building ha- in common, in -pile

of its great variety and even what may
<uperticially seem its heterogeneon-ncs-
of cxprc ion. In view of the recent

achie\ements of the best of our archi-

tect- in this field, the claim of a recent

writer does not seem extravagant that

they arc engaged in "The Development
of a National Architecture."
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BY
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Tin: TWO PARTS of the United States in

which the English tradition has remained
most dominant in law and politics are

Massachusetts and Pennsylvania; and it

is these two states also that have re-

mained most English in their domestic ar-

chitecture. Moreover, of the two, Penn-

sylvania in the immediate neighborhood
of Philadelphia, has kept alive a more
continuous tradition of the English coun-

try house and estate than has any part of

tchusetts. The soil of New Eng-
land was so stony and barren and its cli-

mate so rigorous that life in the country
as a farmer afforded small leisure for any
of the arts. Massachusetts did not begin
to have country houses of much architec-

tural interest until men who had made
their money in the city began to build

villas in the country. On the other hand
that part of Pennsylvania in the vicinity
of Philadelphia resembled England in ap-

pearance and in agricultural opportun-
ity. It was a fertile, rolling country,
which always afforded an economic foot-

hold for a certain number of gentlemen
farmers who could afford to build large
houses of s, ,me architectural pretension-.
The C"i)se<|ueiice is that in the neighbor-
hood of Philadelphia there has continued

:-t a decent tradition of country
design, which was always -< ,n ie-

what English in character. There \va-

developed late in the ISth and early in

the 1'nh century that type of (,'olonial

house built of local stone and furnished
with >pacious columnar porches and ver-

andas, which constituted the first and
one of the l>c-t American variation-

from an English model, and this type was

always liked and copied in the eastern

AHQU/1 at OEANGE.N
WIL/ON
part of Pennsylvania. Even during the

most decade-lit period of American do-

mestic design there were more country
houses of some architectural decency
erected near Philadelphia than there were
near New York or Boston.

It is consequently most natural that

when the revival of American domestic
architecture began some twenty-five

years ago the work of the Philadelphia!!
architects should posesss a recognizable
connection with the English tradition.

They were no longer building houses for

gentlemen farmers, but they were build-

ing country houses for business men in

Philadelphia who farmed the land and
wanted a manor house rather than a villa.

And this fact enabled them with -"im-

propriety to keep alive the English tra-

dition in American domestic design, the

tradition, that i-. f substantial construc-

tion of irregular and picturesque style,

and of a naturalistic but artful treatment

of the grounds around the house. The
men who built these dwellings enjoyed

country life much as an Englishman did.

and it was natural that they should want

the same type of country lion

There have been built in the neighbor-
hood of Philadelphia more TU-!

bean and Eli/abethan hou-e- than in any
other part of the country. The tenacity
of this English tradition ha- 1

beneficial influence on the domestic ar-

chitecture of a countrx that was in dan-

ger of becoming Erenchitic<l The little

group of architect.^ wh al to

the tradition when the prevailing current

of practice and opinion \\a runm
other way did American d"in< -

tectn: : service: and among them
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none has done it a better service than

has Mr. Wilson Eyre. It has so hap-

pened that his work, while not entirely

confined to country houses, has consisted

for the most part of that class of build-

ing. He was in a position to exercise

more influence than did certain of his as-

sociates, and he assuredly succeeded in

doing so. He has remained consistently
true to the tradition in which he started

and he has devoted to its service an im-

mense amount of architectural ability and

good faith.

Among other things Mr. Wilson Eyre
has always been an artist to his fin-

ger tips. His houses always give one
the sense that they have been seen, not

merely on paper, but with a fresh eye and
as a part of their actual future surround-

ing^. Back of whatever study he devotes

to his designs, one always feels his power
of visualizing his buildings of seeing

clearly and vigorously how they are go-

ing to look. They are always strong and
vivid and they are always very personal ;

and of course this is just the quality that

an architect needs, who sticks to pic-

turesque and irregular in styles. A well-

trained architect can design a compara-
tively acceptable Renaissance building

merely by virtue of a thorough under-

standing of his particular problem and a

sound mastery of Renaissance forms.
The peculiar advantage of the Renais-
sance tradition in architecture is that it

can be carried on by scholarly, intelligent
and conscientious, but wholly uninspired
men. But the more picturesque English
domestic styles become stiff and lifeless

in the hands of a man whose chief

merit is that he is intelligent and well

trained. They demand feeling and vision

above everything else and a degree of

feeling and vision which is comparatively
sane. But Mr. Wilson Eyre has always
had it, and more than anything else it has

been responsible for his reputation. By
virtue of it he has made a deep personal

impression on the domestic architecture

of his own day and neighborhood.

THE HAL.L KKSIPK.NCE OF CHARLES 1^ 'KNKI.U ESQ.. ORANGE. R

lyre. Arc I:
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SECOND FLOOR PLAN.
Residence of Charles L. Cornell. Esq.

Orange, N. J.

FIRST FLOOR PLAN.
Residence of Charles L. Cornell. Esq.

Orange. N. .1
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AN "I:SI:KYI.K wild follows carefully
the work df the more successful of the

contemporary American domestic archi-

tect- cannot but be impressed by the simi-

larity of their personal methods. In al-

most every case which the writer can re-

call they have confined themselves to a

comparatively limited range of experi-
mentatidii in styles, and have thus freed

their work from the dangerous super-

ficiality of eclecticism. But once having
selected a general -tyli-tic tendency, such
as that >f early. F.nglish. French iSth Cen-

tury, the Italian Renaissance or what
n<>t. they have dealt with it very freely,
and have introduced as many variations

as they pleased, either to suit modern
American conditions or their own per-
sonal taste. In this way their work has

become tlexihle without losing continuity.

They have been able td make their exper-
iments while at the same time maintain-

ing a certain personal tradition of -t\le.

and by so doing they have not only at-

tracted a clientele to whom that kind of

work appealed, but they have them-elve-

gradually developed a real mastery over
their own characteristic form-.

The foregoing description i- true

among other- of Messrs, \lbn.\- l.inde-

herg. They made- their first BUCCCS8 with

somewhat pictures<|ue villa- with

thatched roof.-, which for all their inci-

dental feature- were carefully composed,
and whose ornamentation wa- Renais-

sance in tendency. The villas added a

refreshing personal note to contemporary
domestic design, but if their architects

had continued to hold this one note, it

might have become mannered and me-
chanical. Of late years they have been

gradually working towards a broader
method of expression, but one which -till

combines careful and close composition
and a certain general stylistic tendency
with both picturesqueness and indi-

viduality of specific treatment. The
only one of their houses illustrated

herewith, which suggests their earlier

manner is one of the two dwell-

ings situated at Hewlett, I.. I. This

house is indeed lacking in the thatched

roof and it has much less the appearance
of an Fnglish cottage than did the earlier

villas, but it remain- e-sentially a piece of

picturesque design in which the roof is

all-important, and which i- irregular and
nn-vmmetrical in plan and composition.
At the same time the hoii-e i- plainly the

work of a de-igner to whom proportion
and composition are of fundamental im

portaiu c .

The other hoiisV a t lleulett. I.. 1 .

i- \c-rv different in character. Funda-

mentally it con-ist- of a tWO-StOfy and

attic building, which i- in general sugges-
ti\e of the type of ]. : ng Island

farm hou-e except that it i- clap-hoard-
ed instead of being -hingled I'.m it has

incidental feature- to it. which constitute
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distinct novelties. The kitchen has been

placed in a wing on the entrance side,

while on the other side are two spacious

piazzas, running at right angles to the

main body of the building. These piazzas
are precisely alike in every respect. They
both have pointed roofs, they both pro-

ject for half their width beyond the side

of the main building and they both have

round arched openings at their ends.

They are planned and designed with

great cleverness so as to tie into the house

both as conveniences and as ornamental

features, but one cannot help feeling that

they are a little more clever than they are

sound. In looking at the house they
claim almost a monopoly of one's at-

tention, and, interesting as they are,

their importance in the design is ex-

cessive. They do not disappear suffi-

ciently into the main building. But they
must add enormously to the pleasantness
of the dwelling as a summer residence,
which is presumably what the owner of

the residence wanted.
In the very attractive house at Glen

Cove, Long Island, the architects have

again placed their piazzas in two sym-
metrical and projecting wings of the

building, but in this case the wings are

two stories high and they constitute an

integral part of the main structure. This
house is of the highest interest, while the

faqade on the garden is a completely bal-

anced design and is wholly lacking in an
obvious straining after picturesqueness ;

it

is as far as possible from being imper-
sonal or devoid of pleasant incidental

features. It constitutes a very unusual
combination of simplicity, strength and
charm, and its plan is as convenient and
well arranged as its design is successful.

The architects have had more of an op-
portunity than has usually been the case
hitherto to design the garden and

grounds. They have shown the same
combination in their arrangement of the

garden of a thorough understanding of
their problem and of good tasu-.

The house at White Plains, New York,
is in some respects very different and in

some respects similar to the house at Glen
Cove. Here again the architects have

adopted for the garden side of the house
a symmetrical arran^am-nt. o.n<i<ting of

a main building with a projecting loggia
on each end. Here again the kitchen

pantries and the like are provided for in

a wing, which is not seen from the gar-
den ;

and thus the irregularities both in

the plan and the design are concentrated
on the entrance side. In this instance,

however, the loggias are only one story
in height and are not tied as closely to

the building as in the former case. The
court formed by the main building and
the loggias must constitute, as in so many
of Albro & Lindeberg's houses the pleas-
antest kind of an outdoor room. The
house as a whole is characterized by great

feeling and charm, and by scrupulous
simplicity and good taste

;
but the design

has not perhaps been pulled together as

successfully as in the case of the house
at Glen Cove.

The house at Lake Forest is another,

a more compact and perhaps even more
successful solution of the same general

problem. It differs from the other two
in the character of the material, and in

many details
;
but it has none the less the

same general plan of a main building
with a service wing which is irregular on
the entrance side but symmetrical on the

garden side. There are as usual two pro-

jecting piazzas which balance each other
and which form the usual attractive

court. The piazzas are two stories high,
but the second floors are evidently used
for out-door sleeping rooms and are con-

sequently openly treated. The architect

has cleverly contrived to tie the piazzas
into the house by means of the treatment
of two roofs while at the same time keep-
ing them pleasantly incidental and pe-
culiar in their special design. He has

also been more than usually successful in

arranging his facade on the garden side.

One would have to search through many
states before one would find a more

charming and a more thoroughly ad-

mirable composition than this particular

fagade.
The three houses last 'mentioned are

worth a far more detailed critical consid-

eration and analysis than we have had

space to give them in this brief article.

They present so many point- of sim-

ilarity and difference that they constitute

an unusually useful Opportunity of com-
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parison, and they enable the analyst al-

most to watch the workings of the archi-

tects' mind. Above all they strengthen and
confirm an impression already formed
that Messrs. Albro & Lindeberg were

capable of developing a personal style,

which possessed both individuality, dis-

tinction and maturity, and which placed
them high in the heirarchy of American
architects of domestic buildings.

H. D. C.

DETAIL >F I'AYll.li >.\ l.iiiiciA. 1: KSI I K NCE
ri.AINS. N. Y. AI.KK" ANI> I.1NI 'KIM-: !: :.

>K TII"MAS H KKKi: KS'.J .
W H 1T:

HITK'TS
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THE ENTRANT I-: FKo.NT- UKSI I ICXOE OF TH".\IAS II. KIOKU,
PLAINS. N. Y.

Albro and LindeberK. Architects.

.. WHITE
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'DevelopmentU->
'Work by

Hellor 6- MeLgs
D.Knicfer'bacKer* boyd

Duhnn&Ofe

L\ THE STYLISTIC KALEIDOSCOPE which
current architecture in this country treats

us to in the bewildering procession of

French Chateaux, Italian Villas, Swiss

Oiakt- and what not the eye-weary
critic can find solace and pleasure in

studying the type of country-house which
ha- lately sprung up around Philadelphia.
In such suburbs as Germantown, Ard-
more, ( ynwyd, Radnor, Winnewood, St.

David's. Wyndmoor and Merion, and in

lying further out from Philadel-

phia there has been evolved a type of

country house which, quite unlike most
American work, is a logical development

a type in which there is more local

than borrowed precedent, and in which
local materials are frankly expressed in

terms of honest craft -man-hip. The
architects seem not to be ashamed of
their materials. There is nothing ex-

traneous, and coming upon a sample of

this recent and very happy type of Penn-

sylvania house, one need not stop to con-

jecture a- to its material. '
. ncrally it i-

-tone. and verv evidently stone with all

thr evidence- in it- treatment that the

ier has l^en imbued with that qual-

ity which does more, and always has done
more, to produce a saliently sincere archi-

tecture than any other craftsmanship.
An architecture that is based on this and
on an adherence to the employment of

local materials will outlast by centuries

the artificial and borrowed finery f an-

other land or another climate.

The proof of this is in the houses

themselves, for many of them are based

on prototypes dating back well over a

century the old Revolutionary farm-

houses of the region. The small house

problem has been approached in several

way-, but the prevailing spirit i> one of

logical consistency and perfectly natural

evolution.

Me--r-. I hihring. ( )kie & Xiegk-r have

followed the old colonial farm type.
Their I.edvard lleck>her house and the

quaint house for Mr. Reed Km>x
at Valley Forge are examp'es of this

adherence to a fine old precedent a
line precedent, il should he said, that

has lii-en utili/.ed to it- ful
; n and

improved upon \>\ modern ta-te and in-

genuity. And herein lie- a lieu h

the future of \merican architecture

that we sometimes exlnln: \hich

many modcrni/e without \ ul-an /m- the

con-i-rvati\ e t\pe- of hist,,'

Me--r- Mellorand Mei--. o-i the
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'HOUSE NO. 100" AT LOWER MKRloN, I 'A.

Mellor and Meigrs, Architects.

FIRST FLOOR PLAN. SK '. ,\i . l'l."<>i: I'l.AX

M.-llur ;iin) M.-ius. Architects.
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hand, have played a variation on the

Pennsylvania country house, though one

which is no less ingenious than it is

pleasing. While this firm has designed

many houses along the old farm In inc-

lines, such as the house at \Vinne\vood

houses well planned, well built and satis-

fying to look at, it has also, with the dex-

terity of a clever conjurer, used the local

fieldstone in a perfectly harmonious ren-

dering of that type of country house

which we have come to associate with

England. And this has been done in

such a polished manner that there is no
sense of incongruity the houses seem
to "belong" where they are with all the

unstudied ease and graceful assurance

of well-bred people. They have a per-

sonality, with an undeniable charm, that

would acclimatize them anywhere north

of the Mason and Dixon line. It is im-

possible to say whether they are Amer-
ican with an English accent or English
with an American intonation. They are

indeed so clever as to make analysis
rather a risky undertaking.
There seems no doubt that they dwell

in harmony with the sturdy Colonial

type, being no less sturdy themselves,

and having, if anything, a stronger
element of the picturesque. Given
the local material, this Anglo-Pennsyl-
vanian house is no less a logical growth
than its more conservative neighbor of
farm-house antecedent, for popular de-

mand grows with a wide di -semination
>f

]> ipular culture, and those to whom the

farm house seems too unsophisticated,
turn constantly toward the picturesque.
And here is the picturesque shorn of

the bizarre or the transitory fad. It is

presented in wholesome and frank terms,
at once sufficiently picturesque to satisfy

any craving for the romantic, yet suffi-

ciently conservative to remain in perfect
accord with the simpler types, both old

and new, around it. Nor can such ar-

chitecture, when it is carried out with

such evident sincerity on the part of the

architects, and when such frank use is

made of native materials and native

methods of construction, be ever feared
as an element which might denationalize

our architecture.

Mr. Charles Barton Keene, in his small

and moderate-sized houses, has followed
Colonial precedent more closely and with
a success familiar to all who follow the

A HOTSI-: AT WINNKWi >!'. 1'A

M.-ll.ir ..ml M.-IU--. \' !.ltfi-ls
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DETAIL OF THE REAR OF THE C. M.

BROWN RESIDENCE. GERMANTOWN.
PA.
Duhring, Okie & Ziegler, Architects.

development of modern domestic archi-

tecture in this country. One calls to

mind other practitioners who have con-

tributed with much consistency and

earnestness to the development of the

Pennsylvania type of country house

Milton B. Medary, Heacock & Hokan-

son, Evans, Warner & Bigger, Frost &
Granger, G. Spencer Morris, Lawrence
V. Boyd, Albert Kelsey, Thomas Church-
man and Molitor, D. Knickerbacker

Boyd, Robert Spencer and several oth-

ers. The charming "Cottage in Mer-
maid Lane," by Savery, Scheetz & Sav-
er v. illustrated in the last October num-
ber of "The Architectural Record," will

be remembered as an admirable example
of "the Pennsylvania type."

Day Brothers & Klaiider. John T.Win-
drim, Brockie & Hastings and Cope &
Stewardson have worked out an inter-

esting development of the large Tudor
type of country house, executed in rough
masonry and cut stone, though it is not
so much their excellent work in these

houses that has stamped Pennsylvania!!

architecture with its salient individuality.

The keynote of the type is to be found
in the smaller houses.

And that the logical development of

the "Pennsylvania type" (which one

might well wish were a national type)
is not being carried forward by one or

two, but by a score of architects is,

perhaps, one of the most hopeful prom-
ises held forth by recent American arch-

itecture.

George Bispham Page and Baily and
Bassett should also be named as partici-

pants in the movement which is now so

strongly rooted in Pennsylvania, and if

Mr. Page's work tends rather strongly
toward the Tudor and Elizabethan, the

qualities of charm and niceties ..f detail

in his work go far to offset any objection
which might be put forward. And even
this tendency toward Anglicizing his

native architecture is in the discard in

the William West house at Ardmore,
shown at the last T-Square Club exhibi-

tion in Philadelphia.
The Stacy B. Lloyd house, shown by

Baily and Bassett in the same exhibition,

is a thoroughly consistent development

I'KTAII, ! A Mol'SK AT CYXWVI'. I'A.

Mellor & Meigs, Architects.



ENTRANCE FRONT I'KT.MI, A HOUSE AT CTN
MKI.I.OK AN!' MKIOS. .Ml-'HI 1
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A HOUSE AT CYNWYD, PA.
Mellor and Meigs, Architects.

.\ II'K'SK AT CVXWVI.. I'A.

and Melga. Archit.-c ts



Ml. -.I-' A II-.I-SK AT i-YNWYH. PA.

MELLOR - ARCHITBCT&
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SECOND FLOOR PLAN.

I -Ml 1ST |.*I/X)R PLAN.

ri.AXS <>K H-.fSKS AT ST. DAVID'S AM. CYNWYD, I'A

Mt-llor and Meigs, Architects.

It will l hat this house has been executed both in stucco and in fleld-

tone. with a result equally successful in both materials. The variations in the

treatment of detail are both appropriate and cnnsis
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FRONT I>KTAII.
n I.K

MERION. I'A.

D. Kni.k.-i backer Boyl. Arch

i; i-:si i .i:.\< T: OF
.MAISTIM:. ESQ.,

HOUSE AND GARDEN FOR GRANVILLE H.
LE MAISTRE, ESQ.. MERION, I'A

D. Knickerbacker Boyd, Architect.

of the old farmhouse tvoe, with rough
fieldstone walls of massive thickness and
solid wooden shutters.

D. Knickerbacker Boyd has been an

indefatigable worker, and throughout
his practice has maintained a consistency
evidenced in terms at once stylistic and
esthetic. Like G. Bispham Page, he has
leaned more than some other Philadel

phian architects upon English precedent,*
though this he has subordinated in the

main to a constant striving after con-j
formity with local characteristics and
materials.

A nice sense of general planning i-

six >\vn in the house, garage and garden
by Mr. Boyd for Granville 1 1. l.c

Maistre, Esq., at Merion. Here the two

buildings are tied together yet separated
bv the garden, which belongs at once to

the house and to the garage. The long
wall, with its interesting little lych-gate.
offers an opportunity to display to \i

best advantages the adaptability of the

local tieldstone as a building material,

and further links the house and
in a well-Studied composition.
Of well-known Philadelphia architects

not mentioned in the above brief review

Wils"ii F.yre may be named a^ an
|
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GARDEN AND GARAGE FOR GRANVILLE
H. LE MAISTRE. ESQ.. MERION, PA.

D. Knickerbacker Boyd, Architect.

"individualist." His sense of country-
house design is peculiar to himself alone,

and as such is inimitable, and for this

reason hi- -tyle cannot become a general

one, except in a broad sense. He works
rather in the personal spirit of the Eng-
lish architects of Voysey and Lutyens
or. seeking a comparison in this country,
with the individualism of Grosvenor

Atterbury.
With these men each house is a prob-

lem in itself each dictates the man-
ner in which it is to be treated, and
if the-e designer- .uive us keen pleasure
and esthetic -ati-faction in their work.
who ran -ay hut that an even greater and
more lasting service is being done by

"ther- who rationalize and beau-

tify the entire architecture of a genera-
tion. Kven if these architects work

only in their own locality, yet they work
in -in-h a manner that all who run may
read and may he said not only to have

developed a style, hut also to he carry-
ing that development thr^n-h to a ron

clu-ion at once clearly logical and highly
arti-tir. an achievement no k--s a mat-
ter for congratulation to the architect-

than to the country at lai

I.KTAII. i-- -. , ATI: i

vi i.i.r: H 1.1: M MSTKK. MI:K.

I
.

I . -'Ct.
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5ccond Floor Plan

first Tloor Pldn
PLANS OP A HOUSE AT ARDMKl

D. Knlckerbacker Boyd. Architect.



KNTKANCE FRONT A HOUSE AT ARDMORE. PA.
D. Knickerbacker Boyd, Architect.

KM. AM. KKAl: \IK\\ A Hi. I

D. Knlokerbacker Boyd. Architect.
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JICDHP

J.K-3.

PLANS 01 I Hi: MOUSE ON MILL CRKEK ROAD.
I> KM' KKRBACKER BOTD. ARCHITECT.



A HOUSK AT AKDMUHE. I 'A

D. Knlckerbacker Boyd. Architect.

A ii'-rsi: < ..\ MIL i. fi:KKK i:oAD.

I- Kii!.-k-rl..i.-k.-r l'."yl. Ar. bit
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Afci"*"
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DBTAIL KKSII.K.\'-K "K KKANKl.ix i:.\KKi:. .ii: BU9Q., -;KI:.M \.\T"\v.\.

Duhrlng. Okie & Zlegrler. Architects.
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ENTRANCE DETAIL. RESIDENCE OP
FREDERICK C. JORDAN. ESQ.. KKXSI\<5-
TON. L. I. AYMAR EMBURY II.. ARCHT.
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DEflGN
Notes on Jome
Fjecenl Work by

EMBURY H

TO-UAY it is only the architect with

single-minded intent who adheres to a

style of strict conservatism. Yet in this

matter of conservatism there are few

types of architecture which present at

once such marked restriction and such

wide possibilities as our own "Georgian
Colonial."

There are many who fancy that there-

in lie limitations which cramp or trammel

originality, and these critics of the Col-

onial type of building seldom stop to

reflect how vastly more desirable are

the tried and accustomed beauties of a

perfectly developed style than the un-
studied and experimental originalia of

the designer who scoffs at "precedent."
It fs reasonably safe to say that no

good precedent is without value as ma-
al for study, even if its character fails

-I1 form with our own personal ideals,

and in this country, where indigenous
architectural precedent is confined to so
few types of building, the Georgian Col-
onial can ill afford to be entirely dis-

carded for any style from overseas.

This country can name but four char-

acteristically national types of house,
fur types that belong with any historic

-auction, and these are the Spanish Mis-
sion. tin- Southern Colonial, the Dutch

onial and the Georgian Colonial.

Latter-day developments of the first

<>r .should be. confined to the far
south and to the southern part of the
I'aeilic coast their logical habitat the

ond has spread, to an extent by no
means unwelcome, well up into the North
Atlantic States, if one were only to in-
stance. aniMH-- reci-nt country liouse>. Mr.
Collier's place at Wickatunk, New Jer-

;ey, by John Russell Pope, and ".Mr

Tracy Dow's manor house at Rhinebeck.
New York, by Albro and Lindeberg. The
Dutch Colonial, oddly enough, has had

little if any apparent influence on domes-
tic architecture outside its immediate geo-

graphical birthplace. Northern New
Jersey, certain parts of Pennsylvania, all

Long Island, Westchester County, the

Catskill region and the Mohawk Valley
in New York State, abound in existent

examples of the sturdy homesteads of

the early Dutch settlers.

Of this type of house, designed to

meet present conditions and require-

ments, Aymar Embury II. has made him-
self a master, and has, in doing so, made
a significant contribution to the develop-
ment of domestic architecture in this

country.
We must except even such excel-

lent adaptations as the little "Italian"

house for Mr. Wightman as deviations

from his metier, and appreciate the fact

that he has also devoted the right sort of

study to the Georgian Colonial, with

results which cannot be of a nature less

permanent than they are immediately
pleasing.
No style has suffered more, per-

haps, through half-heated imitation

at the hands of architects who, to give
them all credit possible, may even have
fancied they were perpetuating a "Na
tional Style." Good Colonial cannot be

copied it must be jest, and this Mr. Em-
bury may be said to have achieved. By
surrounding himself in his library with
those now rare books, "The Country
Builder's Assistant," and other early
architectural incunabula, he has become
imbued with the spirit of the thing has.

in fact, sought the same inspiration from
which sprung the inimitably sincere Style

ill "Colonial'
1

to aid him in its re-

incarnation to-day, and by hi- -tudy of
the elements from which the style sprung
he is in a fair \va\ to IKVOMH- master in

\ecutinn.
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LCOND F LQQL' P LAN '

F i L3T t FLOOH PLAN'
I'l.ANS i.K Till: KKSIDH.NCi: "F
KICK-K c .i>i{i..\.\. KS<.>. KI-:NSI.\.;TI>\.
L. I.. AYMAU KMI'.rUY JT. A I;. "H ITK< 'T.
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First Flour Plan. Second Floor Phm
KKSIDKNCE OF ALICE J. MrlNTYRE.

First Floor Plan. Second Floor Plan.

RESIDENCE OF HENRY F SAWYER, ESQ.

First Floor Plan. Second Floor Plan.

>K <;I:K<;K p. WIUHTMAX. ESQ.

PLANS ! Tlll:i:i: HrSKS AT K I : \S I \ ;T"\. I. I

AV.MAI: K.\ii:ri:Y n.. \KI-MITK "i
1
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IN THE MIDDLE

WorK by

THERE ARE so MANY CONTENTIONS as to

what should constitute the measure of

an architect his versatility or his con-

servatism? His adaptability or his in-

dividualism? Nor is the question in

any fair way to be settled, even by criti-

cal observation, for many designers have
flitted in an apparent butterfly-like ir-

responsibility from Italian to English
and thence to French or to Georgian,
with results at once individually excel-

lent and collectively pleasing.
In the present "battle of the styles"

in this country the versatile architect un-

doubtedly finds an opportunity open to

designers of no other age or nation he
is free to work in one or a dozen styles,
and carries off honors in exact ratio to

the general success of his efforts.

From the accompanying illustrations

it is evident that Messrs. Janssen and
Abbott are not only versatile, but happily
so in their successful presentation of
varied types of houses.

The sketch above is a study of a coun-

try house, excellent in mass and inter-

esting in line a house of a distinctly

picturesque character, and one of limit-

less possibilities in detailed treatment.

The drawings for Mr. Kendall's house
show a study in a liberal conception of

18th century French, vaguely and pleas-

antly reminiscent of Little Trianon, yet

thoroughly Americanized a dignified
and formal house \n formal grounds and

* . -

VABBOTT^ Ptttsbu^h

/A Pa,.

a house, one feels, which must bear out

in execution a charm even greater than

is evidenced in the drawings.
In Mr. Calvert's house, a low, ram-

bling building, with an interesting cres-

cent shaped plan, there is evidenced a

dwelling distinctly livable, and perhaps
distinctly American. It is a magnified
bungalow spreading its mass evenly
and gracefully on the ground, and

affording manifold comforts in its exten-

sive tiled verandas and terraces, and in

its introduction of three "loggias" off

the hall in the second floor. It is a

house which is designed at once to live

in and to present a pleasing face, where-
in it achieves qualities lacking either

wholly or in part in many examples of

contemporary domestic architecture.

In the sort of plan adopted for Mr.

Calvert's house there is too often notice-

able a smart "effect" at the expense of

practical considerations, and by no
means the least interesting feature of the

place, from an architectural point of

view, is the skill with which everv avail-

able bit of space has been utili/ed.

Many plans with splayed win.us ar

laid out with a vague idea of bein^ "in-

teresting." and with no idea that aiu;le-

of 30 and 60 in room-arrangement
call for the greatest skill and ingenuity of
which the architect is capable. There i

always a danger of waste space and of

the client living to deplore the day he



DRAWING FOR THE RESIDENCE OF J. L. KENDALL, ESQ.. PITTSBURGH. PA.
Janssen and Abbott, Architects.

was rash enough to allow his architect

to make any departure from the conser-
vative layout of Everyman's house, yet
here is an illustration of the pleasant and

practically livable qualities which may be

part of an "interesting" plan.
The superficial critic may be pleased

to note that "the profile of the roof" in

the modern American country house is

becoming yearly a greater esthetic pleas-
ure to behold, but the owner of the house
is likely to be more deeply concerned
with the material convenience of the ar-

rangement of the rooms in which he

lives, and will deplore the picturesque
roof, exactly in so far as it deprives him
of interior headroom.

In the Trainer house, the McGinley
house, and in all the recent work from
the office of Janssen & Abbott there is

evidenced a vigorous expression of clean

cut planning and forceful architecture

that cannot or should not be decried

by such as take a purely academic stand-

ard as the keynote of their criticism.

or who look for renderings either indi-

vidually successful or collectively con-

sistent.

DRAWING FOR THK KKSIDENCE OF J. I- KKM'AI.L, ESQ.. PITT8BUI:
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PLANS OP THK I:I:SII.K\CK Knit A. II. CALVBRT, B8Q HAMPTON T. . \\.\smi-
ALJJ:<;HI:.\V CO., r \

Jansaen and Ai.l...tt. Architects.



:E OP GEORGE H. CALVERT. ES.,J.. HAM I'T .\ T< > \V.\SM 1 1

ALLEGHENY CO., I 'A.

Janssen and Abbott, Architects.

n\\ii"r<i\
AI.I.K'IIIKNY CO

Junasen iind Abbott. Arch!'

\siin-



RESIDENCE OP J. H. CALVERT. ESQ.
HAMPTON TOWNSHIP, AI.I,K<;HI:NY CO., PA.

JANSSKN AND AKRoTT. ARCHITECTS.



i.l.XOE OP ' II

n \MI-T. -N T. .UNSHII
\n ABBOTT.

' AI.VKHT. BSQ.

M:.-MITKi-
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yraf PIAN- I

FLOOR PLANS
OP

RESIDENCE OF
T. A. McGINLEY,

Si: \VICKLEY HKI'JMTS.

PA

FIE/T TLOOt WAN
Junssen & Abbott,

Architects.

CARRIAGE ENTi:.\.\.-K. KKS1 1 >KNCE OF T. A. M.'IIM.KY. r.<<>. SIO \V l< 'K I .K V

HKI'IIITS. PA.
Janssen and Abbott. Ai<-hitect8.
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/KDNP
fLQD
PLAN

PLANS OP RESIDENCE OP. W. B. TRAINER. ESQ., DUQUESNE, PA.

A DRAWING FOR THE RESIDENCE OF J. L. KKM-AU,. KSQ., PITTSBURGH, PA.
Janssen and Abbott, Architects.





i:i:si i 'i:\.i-: <p T. A. M.;INI.KY
UICKI,KY IIKKIIITS iv\

JA.VSSKX A.N'I. ABBOTT, \I:-||ITK.-TS



STAIM.I: ON TH
.1 T MM .;i-:\\""i-

.1 VNSSKN A VK.-IIITBCML



ENTRANCE. STABLE ON THE ESTATE OF MILLER, ESQ., EDGEWOOD. PA.
Janssen and Abbott, Architects.

i:i:sii.i;\< i; <>K <;. \\ . NICOLA, ESQ., PITTSBURGH, PA.
Janssen and Abbott, Architects.



AHOVoTtAND (GARDEN
at 'Mt.Kisco, W.Y.

DELANO & ALDHICH .

K\TI:.\N.-K DETAIL I:KSI I >KN< 'K >K \\ -; BORLAND B0Q DtOO
Delano and Aldrich. Arohltecta
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B AND OARDKN I'l.VN -KSTATE OF
W. O. BORLAND. E.Sy . MT. KISCo. N V

A.VI> AI.I.KH'H. A K< 'H ITKi 'TS.
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BETVENING TO CLA//IC
f PRECEDENT t

FIVEfPVSES

TIME WAS when imported architectural

styles, like many other foreign luxuries,

were rare in this country. To-day va-

riety would seem to be reckoned the

spice of architecture, while the propri-

ety of this state of affairs furnishes the

more critically inclined infinite field for

controversy.

Perhaps the day that knew no other

inspiration than the work of the Geor-

gian architects of England was a happy
one. It was certainly a clay of con-i-t

ency in design, influenced later only by
tin- (la ic revival a period productive
of much that was sincerely beautiful and

graceful, enduring until the advent of

that long period of architectural chaos,

from which the country has but lately

emerged.
\ -tvle" only becomes more than a

"fashion" after it has survived the -pan
of a century. A "fad" may not outlive

the LTcncration of its nais-aiire. And
after nearly a century and a half,

there -eem- no loss of inherent inten -:

or charm in that style which is known
.rorgian Colonial." Perhaps "Co-

lonial" wen- a sufficient designation.

though the buildings of the period of
the four Georges attained refinements

along certain directions not always ap-
parent in earlier work.

Colonial architecture manifested itself

in several forms, once existent in defi-

nite geographical confines the Southern

manor-house, with lofty colonnade; the

squat and homely Dutch type, and the

dignified, almost austere, New England
expression. Today we rarely recognize

geographical proprieties in these matters
a state of affairs which is not only

deplorable in itself, but one which, with
our random foreign importations, helps
to make "American architecture" a term

-ynonymous with confusion.

The colonnaded manor house of the

South serves as the model for many of
the best of recent large countrv h

while the Dutch Colonial is no less happy
as a model for the smaller type In

remisyKania the Colonial farmh<-!

closely followed by many able and dis-

cerning architects with results at once

locally appropriate and altractl\

Possibly on account of it-an-i.

..IK- bad almost ,a id on account



PORTICO DKTAIU KESII-KN- 'K OF DR.
FI:I:I.I:I:I'-K i: <-III:M:V. CONCORD. MAS>
DERBY. ROBINSON ft SHEPARD. ARCHITECTS
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uncompromising qualities few latter-

day architects have found inspiration in

that Xew England type of Colonial house

which is to be seen at its best in Salem

and neighboring" towns.

There has been, however, a renais-

sance of its Puritanical severity in the

recent work of Messrs. Derby, Robinson

ami Shepard, of Boston.

Thr house for Dr. Cheney, indeed, is

so well carried out in its spirit of sim-

plicity, though in a style considerably

post-dating that which inspired the other

examples illustrated here, that it is

doubtful if any but the keenest observer

could suppose it, at first glance, to be of

more recent date than it seems. The

"gallery" is a Southern importation, but

the house is essentially Northern, solid

in its appearance and construction, and
>e< ming, by virtue of its absolute dig-

nity, to abhor frivolity in its every line.

The house for Mr. Murray Ballou

shows a skilful compromise in which the

architects have kept within a nice ad-

herence to the type, and at the same time

have subtly modernized it in certain

small particulars. What might well have

been an over-severe building has been

pleasantly lightened by the happy treat-

ment of the porches. In designing this

type of house an error of very few de-

grees in the pitch of the roof or the

slightest carelessness in the fenestration

will result in a distressing crudity of ap-
pearance. Where the picturesque forms
no part of a design, its excellence must

perforce rest solely upon the nicety of its

proportions and the accuracy of its more
historic qualities; and hence the archi-

tectural significance of this group of
houses at Conord.

There is a little less austerity but an
even closer interpretation of New Eng-
land simplicity in the other houses

four-square and solid with no artificial

attempt at the "picturesque." As such

they must please those who make basic

sincerity a creed, and if there be those
who prefer the quaintly pitched roof or
informal surprises of more unorthodox

styles, even these cannot cavil either at

a style founded on such fundamentally
right principles as New England Colo-

nial, or at latter-day adaptations carried

out with such historic accuracy as the-e.

KKSII'KNCK OF MfUKAY I'A!.! . . CONCORD. MASS.
Derby. Robinson & Shepard. Architects.





RESIDENCE OF MRS. E. S. BARRETT, CONCORD, MASS.
Derby, Robinson & Shepard, Architects.

RB8IDBVCB O* MRi i: > i: \ 1:1: KIT. CONCORD. MASa
i

..
i by, K"i'iiis..n \ sii.-j..it.i '-t.





PORTFOLIO OF
CVR.FCENT A R.C H IT E C TVR.E

DOOR DETAlLr RESIDi:\<'K OF i'i: OBORQ1 CAMBROM ;I:I:M \NTOWN. PA.

Albert Kelf.-y. Architect.



RESIDENCE OF COUNT C. DE HEREDIA. LENOX, MASS.
Peadbody and Stearns, Architects.

RESIDENCE OF COUNT C. DK 1 1 KK I :i 'I A. I.K\ >.\ MASS
Peabody and St rns. Architects.
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RESIDENCE OF H. WARD LEONARD. ESQ.. SAGAMORE PARK, BRONXVILLE. N Y.

Bates and Howr. Architects.

FLoo. PL* SECOND Picon.

RESIDENCE OF H \\.\lili I,E.\ARD, ESQ., SAHAMi-IU: I'AKK. HI'."NX VI I.I.K. N Y

Bates and How. Architects.



:
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RESIDENCE OF H. G. BERRIEN. ESQ., LAWRENCE PARK WEST, N. Y.

Bates and How, Architects.

First Floor Second Floor Plan

RESIDENCE OF H. O. BERRIEN. ESQ., LAU i;i:.\< '!: I'AKK \VKST, N. Y.
Bates and How, Architects.



DETAIL RESIDENCE OP H. G. 1 ESQ.. LAWRBNCB
PARK \VKST. X V. BATHS \ND HOW. A!U*HITECT&
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:XCK<KH C .\IKI;I:ITT. KSCJ. m:< ..\x v 1 1 .u-;. \ y
Bates and HI.NV. Architects.

DfNIHQ

: *;. ,

T .!. n

Firt Floor i'l.m nd

" K " C .MKKUIT : -i:- >XXVIM.K. x v
- ;nid H,,w. Arc-hr.





AN ENTRANCE? DETAILr A HOUSE AT ROLAND I'AKK.

BALTIMORE. MD. EDWARD L. PALMER. JR.. ARCHITECT.
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DRAWING FOR THE RESIDENCE Op O. S. GARRISON, ESQ., ST. LOUIS, MO.
Roth & Study, Architects.

The first story is of matt brick, with white plaster above. The roof Is of variegated slate.

KKSIDENCE OF H<>Y.\I. SKVKT/I .Ki:. !:>.' WS !."I'IS. MO.
Roth & Study. Ar.hlt.
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l:i:sil>K.M-K nK SKAIJS I. I-M I.\I.\N\. KSQ.. ST. l.nl'IS. .\H >.

Roth and Study, Arrhitects.

i:i-:sii'i-:.\'K c ! .1. N. KKNTN< >i:. KS-J.. PNIVKKSITY CITY, M< i.

Roth and Study. At.hr
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-i i >K.\<-K r.. \v< >< >i > \v.\u i >. KS<,>.. K
Henry Wrinht. A rrliit <(.

\v.\i/n-:i: r. \\ ODWARD, i:>'.' PORBR
ll.-nry NVrlnht. A i . hi

MO.
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Second Floor Plan.

; Floor Plan.

PLANS OF RESIDENCE OF HOMER LAUGHLIN. JR.. ESQ.. LOS ANGELES. CAL.
Irving J. GUI. Architect.
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DKTAII.S <.K I 'A TIC AND GKNKKAI. VIK\V OF TMi: KKSIDENCE OF HOMER
LAT'IULIN. .11:

. KS..-

Irving J. Gill. Archlt-
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KKTAIKS KKSIDKM'K <K Ho.MKK l.A l'< IHLIX. JR.. KSJ.. I."S AM IKI.KS, CAL
J. Gill. Architect.

RESIDENCE OP HOMER LAUOHL.IN. JR.. ESQ.. LOS AMIKI.KS. CAL.
Irving J. Gill. Architect.
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RESIDENCE AT AMHKRST, MASS.

SILK iMM.it I.KTAII. MM-I:\ \\ \i.i. I.::T\II.

Jame II. Rlt.-hi-
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RESIDENCE OF JAMES E. TII"MAS. KSy.. NORTH
?. MASS. r.KN.JAMIN PROCTOR. JR.. ARCHITECT.
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HKSll !' VK'TiM:
NETKA. II.U l!"\V.\l:iV I> SIIAU. AK'-UT
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HKSIDKNCB OF RAU'H 1 >. CUIKFIN. KS-.J.. Kl >\V A 1M >SVI I.I.K. II. 1..

Walter Burley (IrilTin. Architect.

i:i:sii>i:.\. i-: "i- II\I:I:Y K QUNN, B8Q., CHICAGO,
\\';!l!.-r I'.url.-v Ci-iffin. A n-h 1 1 < I





>K HAIIKY i: <;rx\.
Walter Hurley Griffin. Architect.
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I'KTAIL. RESIDENCE OF A. II YUM P.AVKK, KSQ.,
TUSCALOOSA. ALA. W. LESI.IK WKLTON. ATCCH.
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Interior from Living Room.

First Floor I'hm. Second Floor Plan.

RESIDENCE FOR A. H. ron !:.\Yi:i:. !:>-. . TU8CALOO8A, MA
W. I.c-sl!.- \Velton. A:
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RESIDENCE OF H. D. GAINES.
Edward Shephard Hewitt. Architect.

RESIDENCE OF H. 1> ;.\1.\KS
Edward Shephard Hewitt. Architect.
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RESIDENCE OF WALTER S. SULLIVAN. ESQ.. BOONTON. N. J.

Edward Shephard Hewitt. Architect.

;LOOt

PLANS OF Tin: i:i:si i .I-:N-K <>K \\AI.TKI: s .-ru.i\ \.\ H8Q i
< >ONTON. N. J.

Edward Shephard Hev



NOTES
AND ^
MMENTS

BUILDING
HEIGHT

RKGUL.ATIOV

The following height

regulation for strictly

fireproof comm e r c i a 1

buildings has been
worked out in Houston,

Texas, a city of inter-

mediate size, with rath-

er uniformly broad
streets: "A building may occupy Its entire

lot to a height not exceeding the width of

the principal street upon which it faces, and
not exceeding In any case 100 feet. Above
this height the cubage of the building shall

not exceed one-fourth of such height multi-

plied by the area of the lot." Arthur C.

Comey, who is making a city plan for Hous-

ton, and who Is probably responsible for the

regulation, contributes a discussion of it to

"The American City." He observes that in

regulating the height of fireproof commer-
cial structures "three underlying factor^

alone are of controlling importance to the

public congestion, light and air, and archi-

tectural effect." These three factors are

dependent directly on the width of the

street and would not seem very difficult to

care for. Nevertheless, most American cities

which have attempted to limit building

height have done so quite imperfectly. The

existing regulations, Mr. Comey observes,

may be classified In six main groups: 1.

Flat limit. This does not necessarily con-

sider street width, and it prohibits tower

building which has both architectural and

practical value. 2. The limitation simply in

proportion to street width. This also does

not permit tower building. 3. Height con-

trolled by a sloping line from the opposite

side of the street. He considers this ill

adapted to architectural treatment. 4.

Height controlled by area of cross sections

or elevations. To this he makes the same

objection. 5. Limit by cubage. This does

not necessarily meet the requirements ot

light and air. 6. Limit by cubage propor-

tioned to width of street. This he considers

open to the same objection as the simple

cubage ,
method. Mr. Comey's conclusions

were presented to the City Planning Confer-
ence last spring in Boston and aroused much
interest.

A MEMORIAL,
TO

PIONEERS.

On a low hill between
the sheltered waters of

Hingham Bay and the

wooded hills which en-

circle the plain on
which is built the an-
cient town of Hingham,
Mass., there has lately

risen a memorial tower. Some thirty-
five hundred persons contributed money for

the tower and the chime of bells which hang
in it as a memorial to the pioneers who
founded Hingham, and six architects offered

their services in designing the structure. A
competition was arranged, which was won
by William Roger Greeley of Lexington. The
tower is square and built of brick, its tall

wall space divided Into panels and relieved

by well spaced and proportioned windows.
At the top there are shuttered arches. The
tower stands beside the cemetery and the

purpose of putting bells into this commu-
nity memorial is that in this way the tower

may serve present and future generations.
The pastor of the old First Parish says on
this point: "Such a memorial to sturdy ni<-n

should not be dumb. It should speak. It

should speak not alone to antiquarians who
might seek memorial inscriptions in secluded

places. It should tell its message to living

men on the streets and In their homes. The
bells can speak this message as can no other

form of memorial. On All Souls' Day and
Memorial Day let the bells ring their hymns
of commemoration. Let them ring out the

old year and ring in the new. On national

holidays let them ring patriotic hymns. On
occasions of national sorrow, should such
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come to us, let them speak in solemn dirge

and hymns of faith. Let them ring joyfully

on Christmas Eve. On Easter morning let

them proclaim man's great faith in immor-

tality. On Sunday mornings, before the

church bells call men to their several places

of worship, let the great familiar hymns tell

the unity of faith that underlies all our

diversity of interpretation; let them speak
the courage and perseverance and immor-

tality taught by all the churches. On Sun-

day evenings, when the sun is setting, let

the bells carry to the people on the harbor

and in their homes the remembrance of high
and holy things."

FLANS FOR
AUSTRALIA'S
CAPITAL.

There has been much
curiosity regarding the

premiated design for

Australia's new capital

city. The prize o f

$1,750 in cash was won
by an American, Wal-
ter Burley Griffin of

Chicago, in an international contest in

which, it is said, there were more than eight
hundred competitors. The site which the

government engineers had selected for the

city is of gently undulating surface accen-

tuated by some conspicuous hills and sur-

rounded on three sides by picturesque and
rugged mountains, of which the lowest, com-

ing Just within the four-mile city limit, rises

2,658 feet. A stream meanders through the

city's site. An authoritative and very ad-

mirable account of the accepted plan has
been printed in "The American City." It is

not easy to summarize it, but an outline at

least can be given.
Mr. Griffin, noting the relations of the

salient points in the topography, observed a

curious series of coincidences. The snow-

capped mountain peak Bimberl, thirty miles

away to the southwest, is in alignment with

nical peak of Ainslie, which is at the

northeast corner of the city's site and a

most prominent and striking feature of the

landscape. And also in alignment with these

two mountains is Kurrajong, which is the

highest point within the prescribed city lim-

its, and Camp Hill, which is adjacent and
so in. -what below. The latter drops In ter-

10 the river. Mr. Griffin accepted these

features as establishing the natural axis)

upon which should be developed the spec-
tacular features of the city. Upon Kurra-

jonp he places the Capitol building, the ex-

ecutive palace and the &djoining residences

of the Premier and Governor General, the

lov.-iy fon-ste.1 slopes of this hill belrm re-

tained as a park. On Camp Hill, some
ninety feet below, he p'.ires the Hc.uses Of

Parliament. Beyond these there is to be a
sheer drop of forty feet to the next lower

level, and upon this he groups the Depart-
mental Buildings, around a large lake, or

basin, which is one of three, lakes secured

by damming the waters of the river. Into
this basin the waters drop in a cascade and
fountain. Below, at the. water's level, are
the Judiciary and other related departments.
Facing the basin they form the wall of the
terrace above. A center building Is devel-

oped as the Water Gate to the government
group. Further to Increase the dignity and
impressiveness of the federal group, the three
central lakes or basins are given formal out-

lines, the two end ones being made circular,

while the middle one is a wide channel a
mile long. Its south side, which is the base
of the government group, is straight, while

the north makes a long curve, giving the

basin its greatest width on the line of the

main axis of the scheme. Back from the

water's edge on this north side is an amphi-
theater, to be kept as the playground of the

city in conjunction with such buildings a

belong to a recreation center. Above It Is

the grand boulevard, and beyond the boule-

vard are the theatres, operas, etc., and the

business district. Beyond this, and at right

angles, the plaisance, 600 feet wide, stretches

northward, maintaining the axis and keeping

open the view to Mount Ainslie. At the

terminus of the plaisance, which Is at the

foot of the mountain, there is a casino, and

fronting upon the plaisance, and stretching

on either side of it beyond the business dis-

trict, is a high class residence section. Tho
mountain Itself, as well as two others that

are close to the city limits, are made na-

tional parks. The effect from the summit
of Mount Ainslie, as one looks down the

plaisance and across the basin, will be very

impressive the Capitol building on Its hill,

flanked on either side by government build-

ings which descend terrace after terrace to

the water's edge. Beyond. In the back-

ground, the high hills; and far away, hang-

ing in the sky. the snow-capped peak of

Bimberl.

As to the street plan, the city Is <!

into distinct sections, nearly each of which

has Its own polygonal central focus. From
the Capitol Itself eight avenues 'radiate.'

None of these approaches nearer to the

building than the confines of the enclrclln*

park: several open up vistas to the moun-

tains or Into the lovely valleys: two of thorn

lead to suburban rente. nnl two

bridge the river separating the middle basin

fi-Min the rirrular lakes at cither

,,f tl. chfares leads to the station:

mlclpal center with the
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City Hall, post office and banks. Connecting
these two centers is the main retail business

street, which thus forms the municipal axis

of the city. In the placing of subsidiary cen-

ters and radiating avenues there has been
careful consideration of natural contours, so

that in spite of the irregularity of the site

street grades are easy. Main avenues are

made 200 feet wide, and the standard unit

for residence blocks is designed for a depth

permitting ample gardens. It is evident that

if the city is built as planned it will be a

very beautiful and handsome capital.

INI
MC II I I I i I -

PHYSICIAN.

The University Press

of Manchester, Eng-
land, has published the

lectures on Town Plan-

ning which were deliv-

ered before the univer-

sity last winter by Paul
\V;iterhouse and R a y-

mond_ Unwin. Mr. Waterhouse, whose
views on the subject are less well

known than Mr. Unwin's, brings out some
very interesting thoughts. His thesis is that

no one can make for a large town a plan
which would remain adequate. In illustra-

tion he takes Sir Christopher Wren's plan
for London. He says: "In 1666 the heart of

London was destroyed. The moment had
come; and the man came, too. Sir Chris-

topher Wren was a combination of artist

and scientist without equal since Leonardo
da Vinci." He asks what would have hap-
pened if Wren's plan had been adopted. He
points out, "first, that in spite of the ad-
mirable widening of the roads, they are not
as wide as we to-day should consider neces-

sary; secondly, that Wren's notions of the
central requirements of London are inade-

quate; thirdly, and this is most strange of

all, we see that Wren had not the slightest

foreshadowing in his mind of the possibility
that any bridge beside London Bridge might
some day be necessary. We could hardly
expect him to foretell railways. . . . As it

happens, there are four additional bridges
all affecting the area which Wren replanned;
and the Fleet ditch which Wren regarded
as a fixed feature in the landscape has been

submerged past all discovery except by the

men. Moreover, Wren was uncon-
scious of the future growth of London and
imagined a concentration of functions which

subsequent history has proved impossible."
He thinks that if Wren failed so completely
any one else must fail. But. he remarks,
.st:il>lish>-ii < iiic-s are never lik.-lv to be en-

tirely rebuilt. "A physician is not, thank

heaven, called upon to invent a new man,
but he does keep before his mind's eye a
vision of what he believes to be the perfect
man and is able, for a fee, to do a good deal

of useful work in patching up imperfect
humanity. . . . Every city should have some
professional I would sooner say some artis-

tic guardian of its architectural interests. I

use the word architectural advisedly and ap-
ply it consciously to a wider field than is

generally allowed to it. A city has a cor-

porate architecture, a cumulative architec-

ture, no less important than the architecture
of its component houses. ... A city is or
should be a work of art. The fact that it

has been built at different dates and by dif-

ferent minds with, different aims and even
different ideas of beauty is no bar to its

qualifications to be so considered. We do
not on such grounds bar the claim of a ca-

thedral reared in successive ages; and so

when supreme difficulties of traffic, or su-

preme ugliness, or obvious inconvenience, or

manifest social changes call imperatively for

some remodelling in the city's features the

aid should be sought of some artist who has
made a study of the science of town plan-

ing.

It is clear, is it not, that no real work
of art can be effected, either by a body of

laymen elected mainly on political or eco-

nomic grounds, or by an expert whose train-

ing and skill are directed to problems of a

purely engineering nature? Even a corpora-
tion whose every alderman was a Michel

Angelo or a Raphael would realize that

works of art are produced by individuals

rather than committees." As to the course
which this artist-physician would follow, he

says: "I feel sure that his right course, if

summoned to prescribe for a city's sicknt-ss.

would be to make up his mind first of all

what the ideal disposition of that city would
be if planned anew on the same site. That
ideal plan if effected might, as I have said,

prove in half a dozen generations to be in

some respects deficient; but still it is the

best aim that can be looked to and it is ob-

viously unwise to undertake partial altera-

tions in a city's plan without an eye to gen-
eral results."

Another interesting thought of Mr. Water-
house is the following: "If I were planning
anew a town of fair size I would certainly

retain a strict parallelogram formation for

its central area and start the radiation at a

quarter of a mile or half a mile from tlu

foeni


